
YOUR HOME PAGE



Welcome to the Screen Studies homepage. 
From here you can enter into the content in a 
number of different ways

1. The menu along the top gives you the 
options of how to explore the content 

3. The image carousel directs you to the 
featured content. This explores a new theme 
every three months.

4. The Explore buttons enable you to view 
content grouped by People; Themes; Genres, 
Movements and Styles; Films

5. Click on the Spotlight, to explore featured 
content on key filmmakers

6. Use the timeline to explore the history of 
cinema, from the late nineteenth century to 
the present day
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2. The search bar appears towards the top of 
every page
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Homepage



WHAT’S INCLUDED?



Screenplays
• Instant access to an expanding range of iconic 

and contemporary screenplays 

• Screenplays available are from both Faber & 
Faber and Bloomsbury, including:

Dunkirk

The Grand Budapest Hotel

The Big Lebowski

Ex Machina

Sunshine

Fargo

Hope and Glory

 Isle of Dogs

• All screenplays are presented in industry-
standard studio format for ease of navigation



Books from Bloomsbury and Faber & Faber 
• 292 books are already included in the 

Bloomsbury and Faber Screenplays and 
Criticism Launch Module

• They cover a wide range of topics 
including:

 Adaptations 

 World cinemas

 Key filmmakers 

 Documentaries

 Screenwriting

 Race theory

 Film and gender

• More books will be added to new 
modules at each update (annually)



Timeline

• The interactive timeline allows users to 
explore the history of cinema 

• It covers from the late nineteenth century to 
the present day

• It will enhance contextual knowledge of 
notable events in film production, society 
and culture, and film technologies



SEARCHING



1. To search the content of Screen 
Studies, enter your search term in 
the box
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How to search

2. Once you have chosen your term, 
click the search icon or hit enter on 
your keyboard

2Search the full text and metadata 
across the entire collection, 
including book chapters, and 
screenplays relating to this subject 
area



How to search

You will be taken to the search 
results page. This will display all 
the content that includes your 
search term

1. Each book has been split down to 
chapter level to enable users to find 
content that is most useful for them
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How to search

2. Click on one of the filters to 
narrow down the results that are 
displayed. This will be reflected at 
the top of the search results

3. Choose one of the results to 
explore by clicking on the title

Scrolling down the page reveals the 
other search results and the taxonomy 
categories that can be used as filters to 
refine your results:
• Film
• Genres, Movements and Styles
• People
• Period
• Place
• Themes
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How to search

Clicking on a result will take you to the 
content page. This is a book chapter 
from Mixed Race Cinemas

1. On this page you can read the full 
HTML for the chapter

2. You can also explore the full chapter 
table of contents, and jump directly to a 
section

3. At the top of the page are options to 
Save, Print, Share and Cite

4. You can navigate back to the book 
level by clicking on the book cover or on 
the title in the breadcrumb trail
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5. You can also search for results just 
within the book you are reading
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How to search

Scroll down the page to read the 
chapter 

1. You can also see which taxonomy 
terms the chapter has been tagged 
with. All of these are hyperlinked and 
will take you to a page with all content 
on the site that has been tagged with 
the term

2. The taxonomy tags also inform the 
related content, ensuring the most 
relevant content is displayed here for 
the chapter you are reading
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ADVANCED SEARCH



How to use advanced search

1. Click on Advanced Search, 
which appears to the right of the 
normal search bar

If you have a more complicated 
search query, you can use the 
advanced search tool
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How to use advanced search

1. Enter multiple search terms to 
be used at once using the Add 
Field button

2. Choose where you want to 
search for this term; Anywhere, 
Title, Author, Summary, Category 
or Identifier

3. You can also refine the results 
by the year it was published

4. Lastly, you can specify the 
content type you wish to see 

5. Click Search to view your results
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BROWSING



1. Explore By lets you discover the content 
through various entry points including: 
People; Themes; Genres, Movements and 
Styles; Films

Browsing the site
1



1. Selecting one of the options under 
Explore By will take you to a page 
showing all the facets within the 
category

Browsing the site 1

2. The numbers in brackets indicate the 
amount of content that has been 
tagged with this term
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3. Clicking on a term e.g. Classical 
Hollywood cinema takes you to a results 
page for all the content on the site that 
has been tagged with the term
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Browsing the site

Browse Contents appears in the 
top navigation, above the search 
bar. Use this to explore the 
different content within the Food 
Library:

1. Screenplays from Bloomsbury 
and Faber

2. Scholarly books on film and 
screencraft

3. The timeline of cinema history
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1. About provides more detail of 
what’s in Screen Studies, as well 
as the featured content and 
details about the advisory board

2. For Librarians includes all the 
information that librarians may 
need, such as usage statistics 
and MARC records. This will be 
covered in more detail under 
Librarians Area 
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RELATED CONTENT



2. The taxonomy terms inform the related 
content that appears below. This is other 
content within Screen Studies that is 
similar to the content you are viewing

Related content
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1. On each content page, whether images 
or text, you will see taxonomy terms that 
the content has been tagged with. You can 
click on a specific term to view other 
content that has also been tagged with this 
term



TIMELINE OF CINEMA HISTORY



To access this feature, choose Timeline
from the Browse Contents dropdown

Timeline

The timeline covers the history of cinema, 
from the late nineteenth century to the 
present day

1. Images along the top offer a visual 
insight into the period, and link either to 
book chapters or screenplays within the 
site

2. Pins are arranged by theme 
(Production, Society and Culture, 
Technologies) and each one details an 
event from the period, with the majority 
linking directly to a relevant book chapter
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CREATING A PERSONAL 
ACCOUNT & SAVING CONTENT



Create a personal account via sign up to 
save content and searches to your folders. 
Click ‘Sign in to your personal account’ 
and when you view the pop up choose 
‘Sign up now’ 

1. You can save each type of content into 
folders that you can name and edit 
yourself. You can create multiple folders 
and save different content into each one

2. Access folders from ‘My Content’ under 
the Welcome message in the top right
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Personal account and saving content



CITATIONS



Cite

APA, MLA and Chicago citations are available 
for all content on the Screen Studies. Click 
the Cite button at the top right of the 
content to view this

You can then copy this or export it as a RIS 
file



SOCIAL SHARING



Social sharing

You can share each type of content via 
social media channels and email

To share content, click the Share button at 
the top right of the content 


